Mods minecraft 1.4.2

Aliens Vs Predator Ri5ux. Open Source Universal Forge Required. Animal Bikes Noppes.
Universal Forge Compatible. AntiSteve Verdana. Sets the default skin server to Mojang's old
skin server, possibly fixing skins not loading should their new server be down. Clientside Forge
Compatible. Auto-shutdown monnef. This is a server-only mod used for automatic shutting
down after specified time with no players online. Open Source Serverside Forge Required.
AutoSwitch thebombzen. Automatically switches to the correct tool when mining a block and
automatically uses the correct weapon when attacking a mob or a player. Also switches back to
your previous item when you are done mining or attacking a mob, useful for building and going
on mining trips. Backpacks Eydamos Eydamos. Back Tools iChun. Shows some tools on the
back of the player. These tools are based on the last equipped tool that the player had.
Clientside Forge Compatible ModLoader. Bacon Mod MinecraftWero. Incorporates everyone's
favorite food into every aspect of Minecraft gameplay! Tools, armor, weapons, mobs, food, you
name it! The wonderful world of bacon lies before you. Universal Forge Required. Better
Sprinting chylex. A mod that changes much of the functionality of Minecraft that makes Survival
a lot less trivial, as well as mechanical additions that progress through ages. Not for the weak.
Progression takes time, effort, and a lot of getting used to from the standard Minecraft. Better
Villages Mod Jstorey Increases the chances of generating a village, clustering villages together
and improving wheat fields. BigTrees Karob. The purpose of the mod is to create immersive
forest environments inspired by forests Karob has been to, yet modelled to suit the Minecraft
universe. Bounding Box Outline 4poc. Outlines component bounding boxes of nether fortresses
and other structures. Camo Lights Mod Phobophobe. CampCraft Test version tomtomtom Adds
many features for the purpose of camping, as well as adding mobs to further the ambiance of
the outdoors. Chest Transporter CubeX2. Adds a new item to the game: Chest Transporter. This
item allows you pick up a chest with content and place it somewhere else. You can also pick up
chests from a storage minecart and place it in a normal minecart. But while you have a chest in
your inventory, you dig and walk slowlier, have more hunger and can not jump over one block.
Coloured Beds Mod Gorion ControlPack infinitiesloop. Coral Reef Mod q3hardcore. Craftable
Animals Naruto Craftable Command Block Zachster CraftGuide Uristqwerty. Open Source
Clientside Forge Compatible. CreepersNoCreeping MorpheusZero. Creepers will burn in the
sunlight and flee in the sun to find shade when burning. They are also afraid of water because
they cannot swim and will explode if they touch water. They also make a sound when wandering
around. Universal Forge Required MorphCore. Cube World therealergo. Custom terrain
generator, adding a new world type made of different terrains, dungeons, and blazes contained
in glass boxes. Custom Mob Spawner DrZhark. Provides random mob spawning behavior from
pre-Beta 1. Custom NPCs Noppes. Damage Indicators rich When anything living takes damage,
the damage they took will bounce off their head, with a cool little effect. Also shows a mod
portrait, with name, status. Adds a new world type to play, with new biomes, zombie mobs,
effects and more. Death Scythe Kirwii. DessertCraft Phobophobe. Durability RedBanHammer.
Easy Items Phobophobe. Enchanting Plus mssodin28, Darkhax. Removes the randomness of
enchanting, allowing you to choose what enchantments you want. Including enchantments
added by other mods. EnderStorage is a mod that offers a means to store your items in The
END, causing them to be everywhere and nowhere at the same time. Any EnderStorage with the
same color code share inventory even across dimensions. Currently there are two types of
storage, EnderChest and EnderPouch. Equivalent Exchange 3 Pahimar. Meteors Fall to the
ground and explode, forming craters that house various minerals from space which can be used
for a variety of things, such as new tools and armour. Also adds meteor shields to protect
yourself with. Familiars Mod and API pitman Adds miniature mobs who float next to you at all
times if equipped , giving off small perks besides the obvious one of having a companion to
accompany you on your adventures. A powerful, open source API used to develop mods as well
as maintain compatibility with other mods for Minecraft. Easily connect your entire server or
just your client to an IRC channel. Not affiliated with Forge. Clientside Forge Required. Adds
many nature-related objects and decorations to the game, including new biomes, trees like fruit
trees , woods, flowers, marble, and glass. Gammabright kymaster. Glowstone Wire GrygrFlzr.
Allows you to place glowstone dust! Not only they're great for trails, they actually give out light!
Adds Slimophones, which helps you track down those elusive slimes; and Mining Radars,
which helps you find ores and other materials underground. Open Source Clientside Forge
Required. Hawk's Machinery Discontinued Elusivehawk. Introduces intercontinental ballistic
missiles to Minecraft. But the fun doesn't end there! This mod also features many different
explosives, missiles and machines classified in three different tiers. If strategic warfare,
carefully coordinated airstrikes, messing with matter and general destruction are up your alley,
then this mod is for you! IC2 experimental is unstable, may break worlds and its API may
change frequently. Create backups of your world when using it. Use at own risk if you can't wait

for stable, non-experimental builds. Being Tested on Forgecraft 2. Adds many blocks and items
for both crafting and to find whilst exploring, adding the ability to industrialize your Minecraft
life with electricity and various means of increasing efficiency for the materials you've collected.
Open Source Universal Forge Compatible. Invasion Mod Lieu. Gives you the ability to initiate an
attack on the location of your choosing. The difficulty steadily ramps up and the mobs are
designed to deal with base defenses. The behaviour of all invading mobs has been extensively
revamped. Most mobs have new abilities and in this beta stage there are some new mobs and
substantially more powerful mobs on the way, geared towards new roles. IronChests cpw. Adds
chests made from different types of metal to the game. Each tier of metal chest can contain
more items. Jetpack, Parachute, Teleporter Duke Kinyoshi Mods Kinyoshi. SSP Forge
Compatible. Legendary Beasts Alpha Davidee. MCDitty fenceFoil. Metallurgy 2 Shadowclaimer.
Millenaire Kinniken. This mod aims to fill the emptyness of Minecraft worlds by adding NPC
villages to it, with loose 11th-century Norman, Japanese and Mayan themes and additional
cultures planned. Villages are populated with men, women and children of various kinds, who
perform tasks such as trading with the player, expending current buildings or improving
existing ones, cultivating crops such as wheat in Norman villages and rice in Indian ones,
crafting tools and powerful amulets, etc. As the village expends, the number of villagers
increases as couples have children who grow up into new adults. Help villages grow by trading
with them and be rewarded with unique items such as Normand and Indian food or statues and
tapestries to decorate your house with. And if they start liking you enough, they might even
build you a house of your own. Everybody wants a cape and now you can get one! Create an
account in ten seconds and login, upload a cape image or choose one from the gallery! All you
have to do now After that, all you have to do is install the mod and you'll be able to see your
cape! MineTunes fenceFoil. MineTunes combines Minecraft blocks with a MIDI synthesizer to
create the ultimate musical solution for doorbells, adventure maps, and creative multiplayer
block-jamming. MineTunes works in both single and multiplayer, and adds no new blocks.
Further, the mod's attention to detail is vast: you can disable and enable each individual part,
you can save music to MIDI files, and new updates arrive every couple of weeks at the press of
a button. Moar Achievements Redux Sonicjumper. Mob Spawn Controls Davidee. Mo' Creatures
DrZhark. Monster Spawn Highlighter Discontinued Lunatrius. MoreCrafting Rayman MoreFood
CaveChild. More Furnaces CubeX2. Adds five furnaces to the game. An iron, a gold, a diamond,
an obsidian and a netherrack furnace. More Player Models 2 Noppes. Allows the user to
customize their in-game player model by changing the scale and shape of each main bodypart,
as well as adding other features like chat bubbles, rendering the first tool on your hotbar on
your back, and animations such as sitting, dancing, and crawling. More Swords Mod Darkhax.
Displays your current movement state in the bottom-left corner of the screen in color-coded text
as well as your animated character model. MumbleLink zsawyer. Music Timer Mod
Cycloneblaze. Clientside Not Forge Compatible. Mutant Creatures thehippomaster And
everything nice. These were the ingredients chosen to create the perfect pet creatures. But
Professor HippoMaster accidentally added an extra ingredient to the concoction Chemical X!
Thus the Mutant Creatures were born! It arose around the same time as Craft Guide when
Alexandria and a few others on the IRC suggested that I merge both Too Many Items and Recipe
Book to remove their greatest flaws, ironically too many items, or in the case of recipe book, too
many recipies. Too Many Items was great, but the one thing it lacked was an easy way to search
and sort your items. Even if you don't want to use NEI for cheating in items, you will likely feel
right at home with the Recipe component of the mod. Optifine spx. Adds advanced graphical
settings to the video options menu as well as grants the ability to easily use high-definition
texture packs. Also boosts your FPS. Paint Mod rich PizzaCraft Callumz Player API Divisor.
PortalGun iChun. Universal Forge Required iChun Util. Pre-Historic Mod ProPercivalalb.
Railcraft CovertJaguar. Features a fully fleshed out tech tree, with great effort gone into
providing a balanced gameplay based around rails and their creation. Reactioncraft Better
Bookcases eragonn Adds several bookcase-related blocks to the game, such as empty shelves
plain or with webs , a secret lever bookshelf, a door disguised as a bookshelf, and a bookshelf
chest. Recipe Remover ShadwDrgn. Features: Fast processing, Beautiful map rendering,
Expression of semitransparent blocks, Bump-map expression of height, Expression of
dynamically changing lighting, Automatically generate the block colors from your texturepack,
Biome color, Entities radar, Cave mapping, Waypoints Can not teleport , Ingame keyconfig,
ZanMinimap frame appearance, and Indication of slime spawning chunks. Schematica
Lunatrius. Allows you to display a ghost image of a schematic file inside Minecraft to rebuild a
structure or export any part of your world or a server's world into a schematic file. You're able
to export parts of your world, too! Sim-U-Kraft Beta Satscape. Extends and modifies single
player gameplay by adding aspects of Sim City and The Sims to the game. A mod that adds

many commands which can help you quickly and efficiently build structures. Easily saves hours
for the creative! Smart Moving Divisor. Stackie Lunatrius. Groups all items of the same type and
experience orbs into stacks of maximum size. For example: 6 towers, 64 high of sand will give
you entities. Steve's Carts 2 Alpha Vswe. Introduces a modular system where you can build a
huge amount of carts hundreds of millions by combining the parts you want. Tale of Kingdoms
aginsun. An adventure RPG mod where you prove your worth as a King, fight evil and
eventually raise your own Kingdom. The mod currently includes the starting guild, where you
must prove to the Guild Master that you are worthy of ruling your Kingdom, as well as several
different NPC, friendly, neutral and aggressive. SSP Forge Required. Team Fortress 2 Mods
pitman Includes four mods containing Team Fortress 2 themed content, including teleporters,
sentries, dispensers, and a team addon. ThebombzenAPI Dependency thebombzen.
TheBombzen's Mods thebombzen. Adds creepers of various ice cream flavors, which drop ice
cream sandwiches upon being slain or explode into a pile of ice cream. The Mining Mod
CookieCake. Adds the four seasons to Minecraft, each one with its own features and dangers
such as frostbite. Thirst Mod tarun Adds an aesthetically pleasing meter above your hunger bar.
This bar begins to deplete when you undergo physical movement. This movement includes
running, walking, breaking blocks and also being hurt or attacking an entity. This mod also
adds drinks that when you right click, refill your thirst bar preventing you from dying. When the
meter strikes zero your health will begin to deplete by half a heart every 5 seconds along with
some nausea. Create and enchant items in-game, including mod items. Save and load entire
inventories. Create unlimited stacks and tools. Switch game modes, test mods, create huge
survival worlds, and more. Updated quickly! Treefeller kingjpc. Tropicraft Cojomax Adds a new
dimension centered around tropical biomes and exotic creatures. The ultimate vacation from
the overworld with its own adventures and dangers. Twilight Forest Benimatic. Imagine
stepping through a portal into a twilight realm, filled with trees as far as they eye can see.
Breathtaking vistas and amazing discoveries await you around every corner. But beware! Not all
denizens of the forest respond to your intrusion lightly. Ultimate Tools Umbrosus. They are
combinations of Shovel Pickaxe and Axe. You can do everything you could do with the part
Tools with it. Harvest levels still apply as in, iron still can't harvest obsidian. Whole Tree Axe
CubeX2. Adds a new item to the game: Whole Tree Axe. This axe harvests all connecting wood
blocks. The axe has 59 uses. Wild Caves 3 Alexmania. Wireless Redstone ali4z. These blocks
allow you to transmit a redstone signal wirelessly. Witches and More Chancebozey. Adds a lot
of mobs, such as witches, widows, knights and more. Also adds new biomes and structures.
WorldDownloader cubic Allows saving of a multiplayer world on a remote server for
singleplayer use. It can be used to backup your creations on a server. Toggle navigation MCF
Modlist. Home List 1. Home Version 1. Animal Bikes Noppes A multiplayer mod which allows
you to ride animals. AntiSteve Verdana Sets the default skin server to Mojang's old skin server,
possibly fixing skins not loading should their new server be down. Auto-shutdown monnef This
is a server-only mod used for automatic shutting down after specified time with no players
online. AutoSwitch thebombzen Automatically switches to the correct tool when mining a block
and automatically uses the correct weapon when attacking a mob or a player. Backpacks
Eydamos Eydamos Adds dyable backpacks to the game for storing extra items. Backpack size
is configurable. Back Tools iChun Shows some tools on the back of the player. Bacon Mod
MinecraftWero Incorporates everyone's favorite food into every aspect of Minecraft gameplay!
Better Than Wolves Mod FlowerChild A mod that changes much of the functionality of Minecraft
that makes Survival a lot less trivial, as well as mechanical additions that progress through
ages. Better Villages Mod Jstorey97 Increases the chances of generating a village, clustering
villages together and improving wheat fields. BigTrees Karob The purpose of the mod is to
create immersive forest environments inspired by forests Karob has been to, yet modelled to
suit the Minecraft universe. Bounding Box Outline 4poc Outlines component bounding boxes of
nether fortresses and other structures. Camo Lights Mod Phobophobe Allows you to craft
blocks with glowstone to make glowing blocks. CampCraft Test version tomtomtom09 Adds
many features for the purpose of camping, as well as adding mobs to further the ambiance of
the outdoors. Coral Reef Mod q3hardcore Adds some plants and blocks to the bottom of the
sea. Craftable Animals Naruto Allows players to craft animals using the items they drop.
CraftGuide Uristqwerty Quick access to a list of every crafting recipe in the game!
CreepersNoCreeping MorpheusZero Creepers will burn in the sunlight and flee in the sun to find
shade when burning. Cube World therealergo Custom terrain generator, adding a new world
type made of different terrains, dungeons, and blazes contained in glass boxes. Damage
Indicators rich When anything living takes damage, the damage they took will bounce off their
head, with a cool little effect. Also shows a mod portrait, with name, status Universal Forge
Required. Durability RedBanHammer Shows numbers instead of a bar representing the

durability of items. Easy Items Phobophobe Adds new ways to get rare vanilla items.
Enchanting Plus mssodin28, Darkhax Removes the randomness of enchanting, allowing you to
choose what enchantments you want. Equivalent Exchange 3 Pahimar Allows you to transmute
materials into other materials. Falling Meteors Mod AlexDGr8r Meteors Fall to the ground and
explode, forming craters that house various minerals from space which can be used for a
variety of things, such as new tools and armour. Familiars Mod and API pitman Adds miniature
mobs who float next to you at all times if equipped , giving off small perks besides the obvious
one of having a companion to accompany you on your adventures. Gammabright kymaster
Allows you to change your in-game brightness. Glowstone Wire GrygrFlzr Allows you to place
glowstone dust! Invasion Mod Lieu Gives you the ability to initiate an attack on the location of
your choosing. IronChests cpw Adds chests made from different types of metal to the game.
Legendary Beasts Alpha Davidee Adds new boss mobs into the game. Metallurgy 2
Shadowclaimer Adds a large amount of content pertaining specifically to metals. Millenaire
Kinniken This mod aims to fill the emptyness of Minecraft worlds by adding NPC villages to it,
with loose 11th-century Norman, Japanese and Mayan themes and additional cultures planned.
Modifies 1 class file. MineTunes fenceFoil MineTunes combines Minecraft blocks with a MIDI
synthesizer to create the ultimate musical solution for doorbells, adventure maps, and creative
multiplayer block-jamming. Mob Spawn Controls Davidee Allows control over where mobs can
spawn. Mo' Creatures DrZhark Adds many, many creatures to the game, such as crocodiles,
golems, wraiths and more. MoreFood CaveChild Adds more food, such as chicken drumsticks,
raw fried egg, cheese slices and more. More Furnaces CubeX2 Adds five furnaces to the game.
More Player Models 2 Noppes Allows the user to customize their in-game player model by
changing the scale and shape of each main bodypart, as well as adding other features like chat
bubbles, rendering the first tool on your hotbar on your back, and animations such as sitting,
dancing, and crawling. More Swords Mod Darkhax Adds many new swords to the game.
Movement State Display RedBanHammer Displays your current movement state in the
bottom-left corner of the screen in color-coded text as well as your animated character model.
MumbleLink zsawyer A client-side Mod so that Minecraft now natively supports Mumble's
positional audio feature. Mutant Creatures thehippomaster21 Gunpowder Optifine spx Adds
advanced graphical settings to the video options menu as well as grants the ability to easily use
high-definition texture packs. PortalGun iChun Adds the portalgun, as well as several other
portal-related aspects to the game. Railcraft CovertJaguar Features a fully fleshed out tech tree,
with great effort gone into providing a balanced gameplay based around rails and their creation.
Reactioncraft Better Bookcases eragonn Adds several bookcase-related blocks to the game,
such as empty shelves plain or with webs , a secret lever bookshelf, a door disguised as a
bookshelf, and a bookshelf chest. Recipe Remover ShadwDrgn Allows removal of recipes for
items or blocks. Rei's Minimap ReiFNSK Features: Fast processing, Beautiful map rendering,
Expression of semitransparent blocks, Bump-map expression of height, Expression of
dynamically changing lighting, Automatically generate the block colors from your texturepack,
Biome color, Entities radar, Cave mapping, Waypoints Can not teleport , Ingame keyconfig,
ZanMinimap frame appearance, and Indication of slime spawning chunks. Schematica Lunatrius
Allows you to display a ghost image of a schematic file inside Minecraft to rebuild a structure or
export any part of your world or a server's world into a schematic file. Stackie Lunatrius Groups
all items of the same type and experience orbs into stacks of maximum size. Steve's Carts 2
Alpha Vswe Introduces a modular system where you can build a huge amount of carts hundreds
of millions by combining the parts you want. Team Fortress 2 Mods pitman Includes four mods
containing Team Fortress 2 themed content, including teleporters, sentries, dispensers, and a
team addon. The Ice Cream Sandwich Creeper Mod xFyreStorm Adds creepers of various ice
cream flavors, which drop ice cream sandwiches upon being slain or explode into a pile of ice
cream. Thirst Mod tarun Adds an aesthetically pleasing meter above your hunger bar. Tropicraft
Cojomax99 Adds a new dimension centered around tropical biomes and exotic creatures.
Twilight Forest Benimatic Imagine stepping through a portal into a twilight realm, filled with
trees as far as they eye can see. Wild Caves 3 Alexmania Adds stalactites, stalagmites, vines,
glowing mushrooms and more to caves. Witches and More Chancebozey Adds a lot of mobs,
such as witches, widows, knights and more. WorldDownloader cubic72 Allows saving of a
multiplayer world on a remote server for singleplayer use. Minecraft fox : How to find and tame
them Minecraft bees : Finding and breeding them Minecraft diamond : How to get it Minecraft
enchantments : Improve your gear Minecraft potions : Brew the best ones Minecraft Netherite :
Better than diamond? Minecraft update : Recent patch notes Minecraft realms : How to create
one. Minecraft is an almost limitless game even in its default form, but Minecraft mods can help
the game really come alive. It lends itself to so much creativity that it seems to attract some of
the most weird and wonderful mods in gaming. This list has been given a update keep right up

to date best Minecraft mods. They're organised by the newest version of Minecraft they support,
so you can begin picking mods that will all run on your preferred version. Many of these great
mods are compatible with Minecraft 1. Over the years, Minecraft modding has gotten equal parts
simpler and more convoluted, depending on the route you choose. The Curse Forge platform
nowadays owned by Twitch is still the simplest way to quickly and cleanly get playing modded
Minecraft. For doing all your mods a la carte, the many, many versions of Minecraft released
over the years can make managing things difficult. Some of the best Minecraft mods of yore
have stopped being updated, moved locations, or changed hands to new creators when the
originals tire of the job. We've updated our list of favorites with links to their newest homes. As
with all mods, there's no guarantee that they're all compatible with the latest version of
Minecraft. Some require the installation of legacy versions of Forge to get them running.
Minecraft version: 1. Minecraft doesn't scale too well to the power of fast or slow machines. It
runs surprisingly poorly on low-end laptops, and a high-end rig can't do much with its extra
oomph. Enter Optifineâ€”a mod that not only makes Minecraft run faster but also look far better.
It supports HD textures, smooth lighting, and more, and framerate doubling is not uncommon.
It's one of the first things we usually add when installing Minecraft. Just Enough Items is the
successor of the older NotEnoughItems mod that lets you search for materials in-game and see
all of its recipes. This is another useful tool to have installed alongside any new modpacks you
try, helping you learn the recipes for new items you're not yet familiar with. Minecraft version 1.
Among other things, it shows a tooltip with the name of the block or object your cursor is
pointing at. It's a useful utility for exploring a new modpack if you're constantly scratching your
head wondering what that block you've never seen before is. You know how there's basically no
games where you get to be a soldier? Okay, so there's maybe one or two thousand , but
Minecraft isn't one of them, so naturally someone found a way to mod it in. But Biomes O'Plenty
adds vastly moreâ€”75 to be exactâ€”from brushland and coral reefs, through lavender fields
and ominous woods, to tundra and wasteland. You'll need to create a new world to use it make
sure to select the 'Biomes O'Plenty' world generation option , but it's worth it to see corners of
Minecraft that you've never seen before. Engineer's Tools is a simple mod that makes mining
above and under ground way more convenient. The mod's main feature is a craftable multitool
that combines your pickaxe, wood axe, sheers, and shovel into a single item. You still need the
individual tools to craft the multitool, so it's not so much a cheat as an inventory convenience. It
also adds a coal chalk marker that you can use in caves to leave navigational waypoints or mark
points of interest. Some mods add powerful magical items. Others add intricate machinery.
Botania just adds flowersâ€”but wow, what flowers. Flowers that heal you. Flowers that feed
animals. Flowers that turn hostile mobs against each other. Flowers that eat cake. Oh, and did I
mention that you've can also use flowers to create a magical portal to a world of elves? If you
want to try something wildly different from most other mods, Botania is it. Something has ended
life as we know it. Buildings are in disrepair, and everyone has vanished, or so it seems. The
Lost Cities, as the foreboding name suggests, spawns you into a city forgotten by time. The
goal? See how long you can survive this post-apocalyptic wasteland without succumbing to
death. Specifically, it lets folk view a more real-time map in-game, and on the mini-map, as well
as being able to view the map online via a web browser. Okay, okay, so this one may be
cheating. But what happens if you want to turn the tables? What happens if you want an
enormous city in a matter of seconds? Simply cycle through the creative menu, drop a block,
right click it, and a building will magically spawn. Structures range from castles, to houses, all
the way to tram stations. No one likes the feeling off having to trudge down a mountain only to
clumsily stumble your way up another directly after. What this mod does is cut out the in
between bits. Namely, point, click, and a rope bridge will magically appear to offer up a link
between the two destinations. Feel free to judge. More storage mods, but this time focused on
the early-game. Iron Chests lets you upgrade wooden chests to hold more stuff. In the long run,
you'll probably still want an Applied Energistics system, but this make the early part of the
game so much more pleasant. Everyone wishes they lived in a candyland, right? Well thanks to
this mod, your wishes can come true, so long as you're happy to live vicariously through your
Minecraft avatar. Your tools are made of marshmallows, your armor is made of honeycombs,
and the critters are made of rock candy. Perfect for anyone with a sweet tooth who doesn't mind
getting a little sticky. How many times have you explored a new area only to be met with nothing
but vast emptiness? Villagers are replaced by human men, women, and children, instead of the
bog-standard villager. Even villages have had a makeover to incorporate 11th-century Norman,
North Indian and Mayan themes. Not only is there a massive amount of dinosaurs to spawn in
creative, but in survival, the player can hunt down fossils and bring these forgotten beasts back
to life. From the deep dark abyss of space to the glistening glory of Jeff Goldblum. The
JurrassiCraft mod lets you create your very own prehistoric world by extracting DNA from

fossils or amber you can find. It even includes some vehicles to help you make your way
around. You can even bring back some prehistoric plants too. Just remember that life, uh, finds
a way, and dinosaurs are much bigger than you and usually hungry. Have you grown bored of
your world but don't want to lose your progress? Conjure up a new dimension with Mystcraft. It
lets you create 'Linking Books' that allow you to travel around the multiverseâ€”with the
contents of the book dictating the kind of worlds you'll discover. You might find a series of
snow-covered floating islands, or an endless ocean with giant trees sprouting from the water.
But be careful, some of the new dimensions could be unstable, falling apart around you. Well,
rather than lamenting this fact, why not speed up the experience with a whole slew of new
animal bikes. This mod allows you to craft and ride a whole bunch of different beasts, all of
which have special abilities. You can ride on animal hungry dinosaurs, volatile creepers, and
even your very own fire-breathing ender dragon. Another great mod for spicing up
world-generation is Natura. It adds a wide variety of new tree types, and therefore
different-coloured woods to make your home more aesthetically pleasing. It also adds a few
extra crops for early-game food and resource production, and makes the Nether a little more
dangerous. Natura is a nice first step into Minecraft modding, because it sticks close to the
themes of the regular game. Being a sorcerer is awesome, and the most awesome way to be a
sorcerer in Minecraft is with Thaumcraft. It's a vast mod that revolves around drawing the
magical essence out of physical objects in the Minecraft world and reshaping it into new forms.
In the process, you'll create altars, wands, golems and fill dozens of jars of coloured goo.
There's even a puzzle game you'll have to complete to research new spells. Love adventuring?
This mod adds a new, densely-forested dimension shrouded in perpetual twilight that hides
both valuable treasures and dangerous monsters. Throw a diamond into a pool of water
surrounded by flowers to create a portal there, then spend a while roaming around. You'll find
hedge mazes, hollow hills, enchanted groves, glaciers, lich towers and more with rich rewards
for those that delve the deepest. If you like the agricultural aspects of Minecraft, you're going to
love Forestry. It's a huge mod, which adds a bunch of new items, machines and blocks, but it's
best known for its bees. You can become an apiarist, capturing wild bees and cross-breeding
them using real genetic principles to create masses of different useful resources. If I were
teaching biology, I'd be using this in the classroom. Creepers not giving you enough grief? We
can fix that. The Chameleon Creepers mod makes it so when a creeper passes over a block
type, it changes color in the hopes of stealthily blending in to its surroundings. Making your
base pretty is an afterthought to some players, but to others it's a vital part of the game. Chisel
provides loads of new texture options for many of the most common blocks in the game, giving
you lots more decorative options. Cobblestones have 24 different textures with this mod, while
in the base game they have And pretty much every block. Pam's HarvestCraft adds 58 new
crops, 35 fruit trees, 12 bushes and 16 fish for you to track down, includingâ€”vegetarians
rejoiceâ€”the ability to use tofu in place of meat for any recipe. It's a veritable culinary
explosion, and your mouth will thank you. Feeling hungry? You will be after you install Hunger
Overhaul. It makes hunger more of a challenge, rather than a mild annoyance, reducing the
amount of hunger each food item refills. Bibliocraft began as a way to store books in
bookcases. There are armour stands, potion shelves, cookie jars, clocks, lanterns, display
cases, nifty multipart chairs, and even tables and tablecloths. Once you're done with Bibliocraft,
your home base might actually start to look like a home. With the recently revealed Picard
looking so good, it seems like a good time to try and explore space, the final frontier. You can
build your own space rocket, launch yourself into the starry sky, and then go on adventures
from there. You can actually visit planets which have their own atmospheres and mobs, as well
as building your very own space station. Now you can have your friends call you up at stupid
hours to spoil the latest Game of Thrones episode in-game. And just like a regular phone, the
EyePhone comes equipped with a selection of apps with more unlockable via diamonds. The
best feature, though, has to be the ability to email your friends to blow them up, because why
not? Tools are the backbone of everything you do in Minecraft, and Tinker's Construct lets you
make far better tools out of a much wider range of materials. They're upgradable, modular, and
can be repaired if they break. Oh, and the mod also adds a smeltery to make high-end tools and
increase ore processing efficiency. You can probably guess what these mods do. That's
rightâ€”they both substantially upgrade the capabilities of Minecraft's minecarts. RailCraft adds
a bunch of new types of track, including sophisticated redstone-controlled junctions and
signals, while Steve's Carts pumps up the capabilities of the carts themselvesâ€”adding brakes,
shields, drills and more. You can even make an attachment that launches fireworks. Getting
stuff to where it needs to be is often a problem in Minecraft. EnderIO solves that problem
impressively elegantly, by adding compact conduits that carry fluid, items, power and redstone
signals. It also has a few machines that enhance your ore processing capabilities, too. When

your base starts getting complicated, EnderIO is one of the best ways to sort it out. Storage can
also become an issue when you start automating more and more aspects of Minecraft. Applied
Energistics solves the problem by turning the matter in your chests into energy, which is then
stored on disk drives, accessible wirelessly from anywhere in your base. You can even use it to
autocraft anything you need by interfacing directly with your machines. If that sounds a bit
magical, you wouldn't be wrong. It uses vast amounts of power, of course, but once properly
configured you'll come to see wooden chests as hopelessly primitive relics of the past. This
family of mods are a grab bag of immensely useful utilities with no real theme running through
them. OpenBlocks adds sleeping bags, hang gliders, elevators, gravestones, rope ladders and
building guides. It's always refreshing seeing mods that try something a bit different.
PneumatiCraft is a tech mod, but instead of power it uses air pressure. You'll need to build
compression chambers, pipes and valves to make sure you balance the flow of air, and if you
get things wrong an explosion is inevitable. If you get it right, though, the nifty gadgets that
PneumatiCraft brings to the table, like air cannons and configurable helmets, are well worth the
time investment. Those of you that work frequently with redstone will know what a pain it can
sometimes be. Project Red changes all that, bringing vastly improved control over what you're
doing and allowing you to make your circuits much more compact. It also adds integrated logic
gates, making task automation way easier. Worth having around if you ever might want to work
with redstone. Another incredibly useful automation tool is Steve's Factory Manager, now being
updated for current Minecraft versions as Super Factory Manager. Like ComputerCraft, it's a
little on the fiddly side and requires a bit of knowledge of programming concepts to get going.
Once you've got the hang of the drag-and-drop interface however, you'll be amazed by the
possibilities. For automating a factory, there's no better solution. How do you fancy creating
your own Aperture testing lab? Included in this modpack are a wealth of different Portal-themed
blocks and, more importantly, a selection of Portal appliances, which includes floor buttons for
dumping companion cubes onto, pedestal buttons, and indicator lights. While we're learning
biology, let's learn some programming too! ComputerCraft adds programmable computers and
turtles into Minecraft, which you can write code to control. It's based on the easy-to-learn Lua
programming language, and with it you can make passworded doors, private chatrooms,
automated mining turtles, and even in-game videogames. The possibilities are endless. From
the days before vanilla Minecraft exploded with new animals, LotsOMobs added tons of its own.
Rather than just adding a couple of animals here or there, it adds over forty new mobs,
including creatures like bees, ants, mammoths, and even cavemen. On top of that, there are a
few new items to spawn some of these mods, and even new portals to go through leading to
new biomes. The Bacteria mod allows you to harvest special sponges from the world, and then
train them to perform certain tasks. For example, you can place a bacteria down that consumes
all of the dirt blocks it can reach. Destroying the world on purpose is BDE, doing it by accident
is simply very funny. Creating a biosphere, of decent size, takes around eight-hours, give or
take. I know this because I spent eight-painstaking-hours making one. By the end, I wanted to
chuck Minecraft into a nearby volcano. Thankfully, the Biospheres mod removes all the
annoying obstacles and spawns you into a world where the sky is overrun with various floating
biomes. After a while with lots of tech mods installed, you'll find that your power needs are
growing faster than you can add more generator capacity. Big Reactors is the answer. It lets
you build highly-configurable customized nuclear reactors that output huge amounts of power
and won't melt down spectacularly if things go wrong. It even interfaces with ComputerCraft, so
you can build programs to control your reactors. Mods for Minecraft: Pocket Edition aren't as
big in scope as Bedrock Edition, but it's still incredible how customizable a mobile game can
be. There are a lot of cool Pocket Edition mods out there. You can find more on a dedicated site
for PE mods, mcpedl. If you're modding Pocket Edition for the first time, you should definitely
read the installation guides for the platform of your choosing. Furnicraft adds dozens of new
furniture pieces to Pocket Edition, many of which also come with 16 color variations. That's the
meat of the mod, but there's also a mechanic to raise and feed a baby in a crib. You can find
dragon eggs, nourish them until they hatch, raise baby dragons, and tame them to become
mountable. There's also unicorns and new orc enemies. How does base Minecraft not have
backpacks? Who knows, but at least this mod has us covered. The way the creator explains it,
these craftable backpacks essentially add a chest's worth of storage that you can bring along
anywhere. That'd be super handy on long mining trips to the planet's core. Magnificent Biomes
adds new biomes, points of interest, animals, and recipes to your Minecraft worlds. With this
mod installed, you'll start finding cherry blossom trees, giant stacks of pumpkins, stone wells,
and more. In the wildlife department, you'll find butterflies, snails, and crafting recipes to go
alongside them. Please deactivate your ad blocker in order to see our subscription offer.
Blissfully blocky Minecraft guides. See comments. Topics Adventure. August 27, Minecraft

Mods 0. Mob Health Bar Data Pack is right here to â€¦. August 25, Minecraft 1. The mod has its
focus on non-functional, decorative blocks. If anyhow possible, no floor tile entities or
individual communications are made use of. Features: Clinker bricks: Slightly darker and more
colorful version of the â€¦. August 4, Minecraft Mods 0. When you have actually installed this
mod, you will discover Fight Towers scattered throughout the land with high rarity. Unlike
previous versions of the mod, my take means for the structures to be extremely unusual, yet
this can be altered with the config. Each floor in a tower is also â€¦. August 1, Minecraft 1. In
release setting, the launcher will discharge any kind of loaded tools from inside the supply right
into the world. Utilizing the Mob Catcher mod, you can capture any type of â€¦. July 27,
Minecraft Mods 0. Morpheus Mod in Minecraft regulates sleep notifications in the game. With
this mode, you will be able to receive notifications about sleeping players. By activating this
mode, you can report sleep to all players of the same size. So you can facilitate coordination
within the game. It is a mode â€¦. July 22, Minecraft 1. This mod provides a common
functionality for Team CoFH modes. For other modes to work, it must be installed. We said that
this mod has the task of providing common functionality. But not only this. June 24, Minecraft
Mods 0. With this mode, you can add multiple Ender chests. These have separate inventories.
Thanks to this mode, you also get an Ender Pouch. You can reach the chest from anywhere.
When you install this mode, you override the vanilla ender chest automatically. With this mod,
you can paint the covers â€¦. June 23, Minecraft 1. Iron Chests Mod in Minecraft mode is among
the most played modes. This mode allows you to add to existing iron chests. So you will be able
to increase the capacity. You can place it side by side and use it easily. When you combine
these chests, you can use â€¦. June 22, Minecraft 1. Mantle Mod is one of the most played mods
in Minecraft. Today we will share with you the Minecraft Mantle Mod installation topic. Mantle
Mod contains codes that you can use in forge mods. These are used by Slime Knights. In this
section you can fix the problems. In this â€¦. May 16, Minecraft Mods 1. Just Another Ruby Mod
1. The mod is responsible for adding a good amount of rubies, which will allow us to develop a
good amount of building blocks and various equipment items for our â€¦. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect
on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Adverts,
banners and pop-ups will never be on this site, you don't have to donate to download and you'll
never have to pay anything to use them. However their creation takes time which is not free, so
please show your support and donate, you could also become a patron on Patreon which also
gives you access to the Patreon John Smith Legacy Java Minecraft Survival Server. John Smith
Legacy JSL is the more traditional rough style and is trying to keep the look and feel of the
original author JohnSmith, JimStoneCraft Edition JSC uses the smooth cobblestone, smooth
ores, smoother looking sandstone and lots of other personal tweaks to quite a few of the
textures and is the pack I personally play the game with. Please note: These Bedrock packs
have not been tested on Experimental Gameplay Betas , if you play Experimental Gameplay
then the game may be missing some textures, features or may even crash the game. John Smith
Legacy Bedrock 1. Help the cause, become a John Smith Legacy Patron! Note that using the
latest cutting edge mods may give you a bad day and crash the game, please test and be
patient, the cutting edge is always fun. John Smith Legacy 1. The current snapshot 21w07a
doesn't currently support old world upgrades so I will be sticking to 21w05b until that's
possible. John Smith Legacy 21w05b. Note:- this addon is only for use with John Smith Legacy
JimStoneCraft Edition is not supported , as it an addon, you need the standard pack which is
required for the 3D Model Pack to work correctly , make sure you get the correct version for the
version of Minecraft you're playing. Here you'll find packs for older releases of Minecraft, they
can be useful with older CTM maps that require an older releases of the John Smith Legacy
pack. Packs from 1. Show your support and become a John Smith Legacy Patron! Here's a list
of all the previous releases of the John Smith Legacy Resource Packs, only download them if

you know you want a older release of the pack. Here's all the alternate textures made by the
original author of the John Smith pack texture sheets and sliced individual textures. Due to the
work involved I cannot support these files, if you want to use them, you'll have to rename, move
and replace the texture you want for yourself, don't forget that you may also have to change the
blockstate model files as quite a lot has changed over the years. John Smith Alternatives - 4.
I've decided to to add all the older releases that were made by the original author JohnSmith
plus a few that were modified by JimStoneCraft in the past ,. Note that these are not supported,
ar
ignition switch panel wiring diagram
bmw e90post
2005 ford escape belt diagram
e only for fun and are curious about the history of the John Smith packs. Here's a link to the
first post by JohnSmith when he posted the first ever release of the JohnSmith texture pack
from the Wayback Machine. Minecraft 1. Just for a bit of fun I've made a JohnSmith history
animation for terrain and items textures to show how much the pack changed in the early days.
JohnSmith v9. If you're thinking of using some of these textures in your own pack then consider
donating or joining my Patreon, this helps keeps the site ad free. You will only find the latest
releases of the John Smith Legacy Resource Pack on this page, if you've downloaded it from
somewhere else then it's probably out of date, may have bugs that have already been fixed or
may have been modified. So donate and thanks in advance, your help is much appreciated!
Minecraft Bedrock 1. Minecraft Java 1. They should both work in 21w07a but I've not made any
of those new textures yet. John Smith Legacy 21w05b 19th February - 1.

